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Executive Summary 
Last summer, staff discussed with the Commission potential ways in which ACHD could place greater emphasis 
on economic development.  Staff was directed to solicit city input and return to the Commission with details on 
how to incorporate the program into the integrated Five Year Work Plan.  The focus of this effort is the ACHD 
priority of effective and efficient execution- assuring responsiveness to regional and community needs and the 
promotion of economic development within each community.  The proposed program is structured to leverage 
funding and promote partnerships. The purpose of this status report is to inform the Commission of partner 
agency input and provide recommendations for implementation of an ‘Economic Development Initiative’. 
 
Facts & Findings 
ACHD staff held meetings with city and county staff requesting input on integrating economic development into 
ACHD efforts. There was agreement that a standardized application would be an appropriate tool for evaluating 
economic development projects with narrative criteria. The level of recommended complexity of the process 
varied between the cities. Issues important to the cities included neighborhood redevelopment, low impact 
development, access management, and consistency with urban renewal districts. Based on this input, staff is 
recommending a dual prong approach.  
 

 Increase the priority of economic development projects in the capital budget by redirecting the Capital 
Investment Citizen Advisory Committee (CICAC) narrative score in the integrated FYWP process to 
economic development and increase the weight.   Within the existing FYWP, projects with strong 
economic development characteristics will prioritize higher. 

 Implement a set aside program with separate economic development scoring criteria and application 
process. Cities would apply for priority projects by answering proposed criteria. Application narratives 
would be independently scored by the CICAC against economic development criteria on a simple 
numerical scale. 

 
Fiscal Implications 
All funds specifically dedicated to economic development projects would be approved by the Commission and 
set aside on a yearly basis. Staff is recommending a two million dollar per year set-aside for economic 
development projects, consistent with the adopted budget. These funds could increase or decrease based on 
yearly budgeting and project needs.   
 
Policy Implications 
Successful economic development projects would be submitted through the integrated FYWP process. ACHD 
staff would review projects for scope, budget and programming recommendations. The Commission would 



approve and authorize the programming of all economic development projects via the budget/integrated FYWP. 
Proposed criteria for evaluation of projects for the set aside include: 
 
Does the project… 

 Create or directly contribute to a ‘Sense-of-Place’ 
 Coordinate previous investments or current commitments  
 Demonstrate effective partnerships for “non transportation” elements of the project 
 Support business growth, expansion and vitality  
 Create foundations for future community investments according to adopted Plans, codes and policies 

 
Staff Recommendation 

 Officially request/accept economic development projects from the cities through the integrated FYWP 
process this fiscal year  

o Redirect the CICAC narrative score to economic development and increase weight 
o Solicit and score economic development potential projects 

 Utilize budgeted funds for economic development in 2013 and 2014 to implement the first pilot projects 
 

 
 


